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Abstract: Despite the increasing importance of in silico experiments to the scientific discovery process, state-of-the-art software engineering practices are rarely adopted in computational science. To understand the underlying causes for this situation and to identify ways to improve it, we conducted a literature survey on software engineering practices in computational science. We identified recurring key characteristics of scientific software development that are the result of the nature of scientific challenges, the limitations of computers, and the cultural environment of scientific software development. Our findings allow us to point out shortcomings of existing approaches for bridging the gap between software engineering and computational science and to provide an outlook on promising research directions that could contribute to improving the current situation.
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Computational science (also scientific computing) involves the development of models and simulations to understand natural systems answering questions that neither theory nor experiment alone are equipped to answer [Rü18]. Computational science is a multidisciplinary field lying at the intersection of mathematics and statistics, computer science, and core disciplines of science. Despite the increasing importance of so-called in-silico experiments to the scientific discovery process, well-established software engineering practices are rarely adopted in computational science [JH18]. However, meanwhile the computational science community starts to appreciate that software engineering is central to any effort to increase computational science’s software productivity [Rü18, page 737]. Among the methods and techniques that software engineering can offer to computational science are

- model-driven software engineering with domain specific languages [JH14; JH17; Jo16b; Jo17],
- modular software architectures [Ha18; HS17; Jo16a],
- specific requirements engineering techniques [Th09], and
- testing without test oracles [KB14].

Computational science requires maintainable, long-living software [Go15], enabled by domain-specific software engineering methods and techniques.
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